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UBiee TeamSigns Radio and TelevisionContract

The UBiee Team'smelodic amphitheater of life and friendship is now resonating across the
airwaves.

Pittsburgh, PA (PRWEB) June 9, 2005 -- The UBiee Team, already communicating on 3Wtel Superior VoIPand
currently broadcasting daily in Chile via RadioUbiee, recently signed a Television and Radio contract to
promote their newest global business addition, the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3. Multi-lingual productions in both
Spanish and English will be broadcast throughout Latin and North America.

While the international community is recoiling from record high fuel prices, the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 rises to
the challenge by providing savings in fuel economy and simultaneously supporting a healthier environment,
availing itself for both gasoline and diesel fuel consumers.

Worldwide record high fuel prices not only affects the transportation industry, but disseminates throughout the
entire global economy as increases are inevitably passed down to every household and business.

According to the New Hampshire Business Review on May 12, 2005, section entitled, Rising Diesel Costs
Leave Truckers Road-Weary,

"Diesel fuel prices have risen more than 60 cents over 37 percent - in the last year, with New Hampshire's
trucking and freight companies feeling the pinch. And consumers will soon."

Scott Beltramini, Vice President of Manchester Motor Freight, states,

"We're paying $125 to $150 more per tankful over last year….It used to cost about $300 per fill-up for a truck,
now it's closer to $450. That's huge."

John Bromley, Union Pacific Corporation's spokesman reports,

"…the company's trains consume between 1.3 billion and 1.4 billion gallons of diesel fuel a year. That has had
a huge impact on us. If it (the price of diesel fuel) goes up or down a penny (per gallon), that's $13 million."

Kathryn Blackwell, a spokeswoman for Union Pacific stated that,

"Union Pacific spent even more on fuel…the railroad spent $416 million, or about 33 percent, more than the
$1.3 billion the railroad spent on fuel in 2003."

Spokesperson Susan Rosenberg for Global shipper UPS observed a 35% increase in fuel costs last year and
stated,

"That figure represents a $1.4 billion increase worldwide in 2004 over 2003…"

TheCyberTruckStop.com recently added a link for "…news related to the unprecedented rise in diesel fuel
prices this year" to provide the trucking community up-to-date information.
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While newspapers, television, radio, and internet meticulously report rising fuel prices and ensuing problematic
effects, the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 proudly makes available one simple solution - one simple solution in the
form of a pill for smaller consumers, and liquid barrels for larger consumers.

Documented reports have shown that using the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 in gasoline or diesel powered engines not
only increases fuel economy, but offers an environmental pollution solution, amidst numerous other monetary
benefits.

Independent tests performed by Productivity Standards Board of Singapore, Hong Kong Government Testing
Laboratory, and AA (Automotive Associations) Independent Testing Centers, confirmed that the UBiee
PowerPill Fe-3:

- Increased mileage
- Reduced emissions
- Reduced carbon deposits
- Increased octane
- Improved engine performance
- Prevented valve recession

To all gasoline and diesel fuel consumers, this translates into substantial savings.

Freight Transport Association reported that after using the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3,

"…there has been an 11.5% increase in the price of fuel between 30 April 2004 and 29 April 2005."

David Lloyd, of DF Lloyd & Son, Palmerstong North, New Zealand reported that his trucking company
meticulously monitored the effects of using UBiee PowerPill Fe-3, and

"…On average to date we have been achieving an 11.2% saving on fuel per tank. In business terms this gives us
a cost advantage over competitors that enables us to maximize the potential within our industry more
competitively. This product 'UBiee PowerPill Fe-3' is a fantastic example of innovation when looking for new
business opportunities…."

The UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 is also an incomparable environmentally friendly pollution solution, combating the
six major pollutant gases hosting significant health impacts: carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide,
sulfur oxide, and hydrocarbons (benzene, terpene,etc.).

Independent tests also reported that the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3:

- Reduced harmful carbon monoxide exhaust emissions by 78%
- Reduced smoke pollutants by 73%
- Reduced hydrocarbon emissions by 23%

To fuel consumers, this represents a bonus of actively participating in eliminating global pollution. The
environmentally harmonious UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 is made of non-toxic, all natural formulation, with 100%
active ingredients. It simply improves fuel combustion by enabling engines to burn completely with absolutely
no residue left.
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The UBiee Power Pill Fe-3, reverberating good news broadcasts across the airwaves via television, radio, and
Internet, is a distinct example of the UBiee Team's extraordinary resolve to provide another beneficial global
solution.

Guided and united by honest and altruistic business principles, where caring transcends business, the UBiee
Team continues to offer liberation to the human spirit beyond self imposed limitations, while simultaneously
providing a safe haven during the transition from eliminating global poverty to attaining healthy wealth.

Contact Info: Dee Scrip
Phone: 1-412-571-1855
Web: http://www.helpwithfuelprices.net
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Contact Information
Dee Scrip
Global Snippets
http://www.helpwithfuelprices.net
1-412-571-1855

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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